[Changes in the rabbit brain cortex redox potential accompaning episodes of ECoG-arousal during slow-wave sleep].
Local cortex E variations are well expressive indices of rate and peculiarities of energy metabolism. The brain E is determined by the ratio of processes occurring in two energy compartments in glycolysis, in whish glucose is split without oxygen utilization and in oxidative metabolism. In the present investigation, the brain cortex E changes were recorded with implanted platinum electrodes during slow wave sleep. Under such conditions, the E lowering detects acceleration in glycolytic compartment, whereas the E local rising shows acceleration in oxidative metabolism in the tissue surrounding the electrode. Earlier in rats, we have found that E significantly lowered in metabolic active cortical sites during episodes of SWS, and supposed that acceleration of glycolysis increased. Slow oscillations (a 20-40-sec prolongation of the amplitude up to several dozens millivolts) appeared at the same time. We considered these E slow oscillations to reflect changes in the rate in compartment of glycolysis. In this research, we have found the E slow oscillations to be created by regular episodes of ECoG-arousal which were accompanied by E decreases, i. e. by acceleration in glycolysis. We think the data presented show existence of functional system supporting a low level of arousal. As in any complex system with feed back connections, this system works in oscillatory regime.